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Reading 
When children read a sentence or book, they need to be able to read the words by sight quickly. 
This is called fluency. Children need to read a book with fluency so that they can understand 
(comprehend) what is happening in the story. Research suggests children need to read 90% of the 
words in their book fluently to do this. Therefore, if they sound out more than 10% of the words, 
they will not fully comprehend what is happening in their book. This booklet contains all the green 
words (words that can be sounded out and blended back to gather – we call this Fred talk) and red 
words (words which cannot be Fred talked) for each RWI level.  

 
How to use the booklet 
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Start by getting your child to begin on Red Level for both green words and red words. When your 
child can read the words speedily without pausing or sounding out then tick or highlight the words 
off. Once they have read all the words within the level fluently move onto the next colour level.  
 

Please do not try and get your child to learn too many words at once e.g. reading two colour levels 
at the same time as this will be too much for your child to remember. Start small e.g. possibly even 
four words within a level so that they move on quickly and feel proud being able to tick or 
highlight them If they are trying to remember too many words in one go, they may not be able to 
remember them easily and become disheartened.  
 

Fluency games 
Other ways to help your child to start reading quickly is by playing games. If learning is fun and 
enjoyable your child is more likely to learn. Fluency games could be used twice or three times a 
week instead of reading your child’s reading book. They are still reading! 

 

Pairs game - One way to learn to read fluently is to cut paper into strips. Write the 
words from the colour level or words your child has struggled with from their book 
on one side making two copies of each word Turn them face 
down so they cannot be seen. Take it in turns to turn over two words and  
read them quickly with no sounding out. If they do not match or Fred talk was used turn the words 
back over. If they do match and were read speedily you keep them. The winner is the person with the 
most cards at the end. 
 

Bingo – make a bingo mat using the green and red words. Put the same words 
in a bowl. Take it in turns to pull a card from the bowl. Whoever covers their 
bingo mat first wins. 

 
 

 
What level should my child be reading at? 
 
Reception 
Autumn – your child should be learning to use their new sounds to Fred Talk 
words e.g. r…e…d   c…a…t 
Spring – your child should begin to read the words in red level confidently 
using their Fred Talk. 
Summer- your child should be reading red, green and purple level words by 
sight, speedily by the end of the summer. 

 
Year One 
Autumn 1– your child should be reading red, green, purple and pink level 
words by sight, speedily. 
Autumn 2 – your child should be reading orange level words by sight, speedily. 
Spring- your child should be reading yellow level words by sight, speedily. 
Summer 1- your child should be reading blue level words by sight, speedily. 
Summer 2 - your child should be reading grey level words by sight, speedily.  
 

Year Two 
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Autumn – filling any gaps which your child has following on from Year 1. They 
should begin to read 90-100 words a minute fluently. You child should be 
encouraged to read with expression and pause at punctuation e.g. not reading 
each word separately (the.. dog… sat… down.) or to quickly 
(thedogsatdowntheownergavehimabone).  
Spring and summer- once your child has gained good fluency, their 
comprehension skills can now be developed further e.g. retrieving information 
from the text. 

 

Red 
 

it on a dog 

him big in sat 

cat and is yes 

up can got sit 

man get an us 

am not   

 



 
 

 
 

Green 
 

with fat thin this 

will his leg had 

fish that lot bad 

then six mix ship 

box off catch  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Purple 
 
 

full has lost left 

help ran let wet 

at shop stop chips 

swim run dad hid 

sang job thing hat 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

Pink 
 

from well such rest 

best pet smell must 

if sun soft hand 

rock ask cap vest 

sock along drink quick 

way say stay day 

yet green keep when 



three just   

 

 
 

 
Orange 

 

tell may think tree 

teeth fox frog need 

high light fright yellow 

know show jump slow 

too low cold little 

Sunday cook good feet 



took    

 
 
 
 

 

Yellow 
problem began wrong spring 

very thanks still much 

cannot tomorrow sweet bath 

end sell himself kitchen 

king pushed head bread 

spread bottom lived giving 

story mind foot told 

check find happy kitten 

holiday being funny feeding 

knee body creep sheets 

shook seen silly tight 

send tonight week plant 



window lay below narrow 

soon glass fresh clock 

slept smooth   

 
Blue 

until beginning apart between 

indeed agreed horse animal 

morning before across chance 

importantly fairy unfair children 

stuck almost always choose 

upset fantastic thirsty garden 

ground loud stair found 

sound poor hard enjoy 

marry together name made 

why take mistake some 

place instead please really 

least leave make five 



quite time life smile 

hide while those suddenly 

alone hole wrote home 

 
Grey 

silk crowd person invisible 

terrible comfortable dinosaur forest 

enormous delicious dangerous obvious 

station celebration invitation congratulation 

middle doctor picture operation 

largest behaviour measure mixture 

because adventure year family 

dear ready Friday nearly 

forget blue boat white 

safe mean pretty lake 

spoke ugly owe promise 

everything face afraid complained 

these humans shout noise 

coat doubt remember shadow 

paper never strange baby 

thought caught bought father 

water school worse another 

great worse through people 

buy small watches their 



admire many whole mother 

paint better land magic 

straight voice rules knew 

knock parents amazing nurse 

famous serious horrible  

 

Red Words 
 

Red books 

the no I of 

my he   
 

Green books 

your said you be 

are    
 

Purple books 

go baby me to 

paint    
 

Pink books 

all like I’ve want 

call we her she 

to call washing some 

there so   
 
Orange books 



what they do old 

are was   
 
 
 
 
 
Yellow books 

one saw watch watches 

school small by were 

their who tall brother 

I’m now fall any 

where wall   

 
Blue books 

would water anyone over 

through once here son 

does humans whole could 

other two   

 
Grey books 

should come many above 

father mother great people 



someone another eye buy 

caught worse everyone walk 

 


